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First session - Global Equity – Prime Broker’s Perspective 
Understanding the perspective of our borrowers is critical to understanding the demand dynamics in the 
securities lending market that ultimately lead to revenue opportunities for beneficial owners.  
eSecLending’s Jim Moroney and Brooke Gillman led a conversation with Matt Collins and Naml Lewis from 
Morgan Stanley that highlighted current trends in the hedge fund community, current headwinds/tailwinds 
in their business units and the outlook for 2022.  Generally, it was noted that Prime Brokers are in a good 
position in 2022, but that the recent performance of their client base has differed by strategy with 2020 
being a very strong year for the more traditional long/short funds and 2021 being better for the quant-
based strategies (stock picking was side-lined for part of 2021 due to the “Reddit Phenomenon”).   

2022 performance has been strong thus far, but not reaching peak performance levels from the last two 
years.  While both speakers noted that 2022 would likely be a challenging year for performance due to 
several economic factors including market volatility and the interest rate/inflationary environment, they 
also recognized that there is still an opportunity for growth.   

The discussion also highlighted efficiency and capital costs as continued areas of focus for the borrower 
community, with regulatory, collateral-type, and counterparty considerations all heavily involved in the 
process to determine the best way to cover shorts and fund long positions.  Specific to the eSecLending 
program, Matt noted that exclusives are a very important part of their overall portfolio, and they anticipate 
to continue to utilize exclusive borrowing arrangements on an ongoing basis, with only the area of focus for 
the exclusives varying from year to year. 

 

Second session – Focus on Front End Fixed Income Markets – UST Lending and Cash 
Reinvestment 
eSecLending’s Mike Brooks led a discussion with Teresa Ho, US Fixed Income Strategist from JPMorgan 
concerning several topics dominating the front end of US fixed income markets. Teresa walked through 
JPMorgan’s house view on their expectations for interest rate changes at the FOMC noting a 50-bps hike at 
the May and June meeting with 25 bps rises at each subsequent meeting until Q1, 2023. Hawkish rhetoric 
is expected to continue given the stickiness of inflation, particularly for wages as low unemployment 
remains at historic levels.  

With regards to the inversion of 2s-10s being a lead indicator of recession, Teresa touched on how it is 
important to look beyond the technical factors that are causing the curve to flatten/invert as they can be 
misleading. The probability of a recession in the next 12 months is less than 10% as the overall economy is 
robust and not reflective of the current 2s-10s curve. In terms of the impact of quantitative tightening on 
short term funding rates, although markets are currently anticipating a reduction of $700bn in 2022, there 
is still sufficient liquidity alongside the reverse repo facility that no real pressure is expected to influence 
short term rates. Alternative credit benchmarks were discussed given that SOFR floaters do not currently 
contain either a credit or term component which is a disadvantage for investors. However, regulators want 
SOFR to be firmly entrenched in the market and is still expected to be the dominant benchmark for the 
future.  

Focus then turned to money market fund reform and how ‘swing pricing’ is untenable for the industry but 
that increasing daily and weekly liquidity requirements is workable. Prime Funds are already moving into 
that space with WAM’s collapsing and more investment in repo and T-Bills versus commercial paper, 
leading to a compression in spread versus Government Funds. As a result, it is not unreasonable to assume 



 
that cash will flow from Prime to Government funds as investors are not being paid to take credit risk. The 
session closed with commentary on how crypto, notably, Stablecoins, is growing and could be a competitor 
to money markets funds in the coming years.  

 

Third session – State of Regulation  
Greg Lyons and Chen Xu from Debevoise & Plimpton and Jay Lovejoy from our eSecLending team shared 
their views on the “Changing of the Guard at US Bank Regulators” and the regulations impacting securities 
lending.  Greg’s slides are attached, and his head shot slide on page 2 clearly demonstrates some of the 
current vacancies/pending appointments at the SEC, Federal Reserve, and FDIC.  “Personnel is policy” is the 
most common phase to describe US regulations, so with Trump’s bank friendly regime phasing out and 
Biden’s changing of the guard, there is the elevated risk of more punitive regulations for GSIBs.  This could 
mean higher capital costs which impacts borrower demand and the cost of indemnification for federally 
regulated banks.   

Greg and Chen walked us through a review of BASEL III before turning the discussion to upcoming SEC actions.  
We briefly touched on the Equity for Equity collateral trade in the US, where regulations largely have been 
drafted and commented on, and now it’s just a waiting game for the SEC staff to issue an order and no action 
letter.  

The discussion then turned to the SEC Proposed Rule 10c-1, which is intended to improve transparency of 
Securities Finance Transactions.  Conceptually, the industry agrees that transparency is important and would 
support a rule that is closer to the European Union’s SFTR.  Unfortunately, as drafted, 10c-1 is unclear and 
egregiously burdensome to the lending industry.  The real time reporting of transactions (every 15 mins) is 
not realistic nor useful.  Industry participants have submitted comment letters to the SEC outlining the 
challenges and flaws in the proposal, so we wait for further feedback from the SEC.   

 

Fourth session – The Catch All 
In an all eSecLending affair, Peter Bassler moderated a discussion with two of our London colleagues, 
Jacqueline Waller, and Ed Oliver. The session started with ESG and how the industry has moved on from 
contemplating whether ESG principles can co-exist with a lending program to broad based acceptance that 
it is possible and is now focused on the practical application of ESG. In the past few years, most of the 
change has centered on proxy voting, not only in terms of different events and their materiality being 
monitored but also having a documented policy, which demonstrates how beneficial owners are covering 
this aspect within their programs. There has also been broad industry discussion on ESG compliant 
collateral, but the scale of this is still limited, and most of the challenges to date have been concerning 
omnibus non-cash collateral accounts at the triparty agents rather than the segregated structure used at 
eSecLending. It was also noted how the industry associations have worked on providing market participants 
with the tools they need, culminating in best practice guides focused on ESG and securities lending that 
was released by GASLA (Global Association of Securities Lending Associations) in 2021.  

 

Turning to regulation, eighteen months on from go live for SFTR, the industry has fared well and should 
give comfort that the Proposed SEC 10c-1 rule can be managed and well supported, whatever end form it 
takes. For CSDR, there have been a few challenges since the CSD regime kicked off in February 2022. Some 
of the ICSDs were not ready on day one, resulting in erroneous reporting and penalties, leading to an 
extension of the first month’s reporting. Although it is still early, our expectation that clients should likely 
receive credits since transactions are being failed against them is being borne out in the data.  

Finally, evolving current securities lending markets and new markets were addressed. For current markets, 
significant headway has been made regarding Turkey and we remain hopeful that the operational burdens 



 
may be removed in the impending months. For new markets, there have been positive discussions with 
regulators in both Indonesia and the Philippines and our expectation is that the former will be the first over 
the line. Saudi Arabia is another emerging market given their addition to the EM index, but there is still some 
way to go given that offshore lenders are still prohibited from participating. Longstanding focus remains on 
China – although little has changed for offshore investors holding Chinese assets, there is some room for 
optimism given recent changes allowing Chinese insurance companies to lend their offshore securities.  

 

Fifth session – Macro Man Returns – Impacts to Securities Lending  
We were fortunate to have macro strategist, Cameron Crise, the ‘Macro Man’, from Bloomberg join us again.  
Cameron took us through a what he called “Cracks in the Foundation”.   This was a technical and quantitative 
analysis of the inflationary backdrop, how we got here, and implications for markets.  Cameron’s 
presentation slides are attached should you wish to review them.   You can also follow Cameron’s column on 
Bloomberg.com.  

 

 

Thank you again to our clients, friends and speakers that joined us in Boston for our conference.  We look 
forward to hosting everyone again next year and please let us know if there are topics that you would be 
interested to hear more about.  

 

With appreciation, 

The eSecLending Team 
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